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1. Introduction 
Zn 1964, Ryser [ 31 established aresult on matrices of zeros and ones 
which can ble stated in the language of (round-robin) tournaments. If
two tournaments have the same score vector, then one can bt; trans- 
formed into the other by successively reversing the orientatiojl of ap- 
propriate 3-cycles. This result led us to consider the result of succes- 
sively reversing the orientation of certain paths in a given tournament. 
The main result of this paper (Corollary 4.7) is to show that given any 
two tournaments of the same size, one can be transformed into the 
other by successively reversing the orientation of paths of a fixed length. 
Of course, for pa.ths of length one, this is obvious as single arcs are re- 
versed. However, at th.e other extreme, for Hamiltonian paths there is 
a certain lack of freedom in choosing paths to reverse. 
Qua object is to show that any tournament can be transformed to 
a transitive tournament via path reversals (Theorem 4.b). In order to 
measure The tramltivity of a tournament, we use the number of 3-cy- 
cles in th.e tournainent. So the fewer the number of 3-cycles the more 
transitive the tournamlent. We give a procedure which reduces tht;: num- 
ber of 3-cycles via a sequence of path reversals. When no 3-cycles remain 
we have reached the transitive tournament. Since the general result fol- 
lows from the case of reversing Hamiltonian paths (Theorem 4.6) we treai 
this case extensively. 
In Section 2, we give necessary definitions al-4 notation. In Section 3, 
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we give s~‘rnf: preliminary results including rthe first step in our weaken- 
:..,: procer Svre (T’heorern 3.2) and technical fesullis for the second step 
(Propositisns .3.31-3.5). In Section 4. we complete the weakening pro- 
ci:dkir: (T$~orems 4.1,4.2 and 4.5) and prove the main result (Theorem 
4.6 ;ind C_ ~olla~~y 4.7). 
2. Ikfini tia ns 
An rr-tournament T (12  1) is an ordered pair ( V, A), where V is a 
set of IZ elements calied vertices, and A is a relation on V, the elemer+c 
of ~~hich are called ares such that 
( I) for each x in V, (x,x) is not in A, and 
(2) fop evlery pair of distinct vertices x and y in V, exactly one of 
(s, _I* i or iy, x) is in A . 
An arc (.x, .Y 1 of T will be denoted XJJ, and x is said to domimzte y. 
‘Wd’ will also us- ,& S_V as an abbreviation for the phrase “3 dominates y”. 
A k-path. E <_ k < _n-l,PinTisasetofIcarcsx~xi+l, O*si<k-1, 
when: -vi # .Y~, 0<_ i < j < k, except perhaps x0 = xk, lnd is denoted by 
:f.u,, = w-i-k, P i?; said to be a k-c>~Ze. Every rr-tournament contains 
ani (rz-- 1 )-pltlth. usually called a Hamiltonian path [ 1, p. 21 I . Hence 
every rz-tollma ment contains ;I k-path, 1 5 k <_ yl- 1. An [l-tournament 
wlhich contains an n-cycle, usually called a Haml’ltonia~z cycle, is said 
tcr be SZNMQ (irreducible [ 1, p.51). An n-tournament with no cycles is 
saiJ to be trarzsitilv. Note that the unique Hamiltoniar/ path in a tran- 
si :ive /z-tournament completely determines the Mournarnent. 
P’ is the k-path obtained from the k-path P by reversing the orien- 
tation elf the arcs in P. if the k-path P, 1 <_ k 5 w-- 2, originates with 
$:ertex a and a is dominated by a vertex x which does not ,occur in P, 
then -VP denotes thte (k+ &path xa foliowed by P. 
The out-&gee @core) of a vertex x in an rl-tournament 1’ is the 
mber odT,(x,) of vertices that x dominates. The in-degree of ZI vertex 
-y 111 T is the number id&c) of vertices that dominates x. Vertex x is a 
= !t-- 1, and x is a receiver il’ id,(x) = W- 1. If the 
vci” :gcd”s of ~~‘belle~ x0, x1 , . . . , .qI _ 1 such that 
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then the ordered n-tuple (od(xe , . . . . od(x, _ 1)) is said to be the score 
vectoj3 of T. The number c(T) of 3-cycles in T is a function of its score 
vector [ 1, p. 91 and 
Cl) c(T) = (;) _ nE1 (Od’z”“) . 
i=Q 
If S is another n-tournament and. c(S) < c(Tj, then S is waker than T, 
. and T is stronger than S. 
If W is a subset of the vertices of T, then T-W denotes the subtourna- 
mt;nt of I’ obtained from T by deleting all lrertices in W and all arcs in- 
cident with at least one vertex in W. If V = {x), we use T-x for T-W. 
Tournament S is a k-reversal, 1 1 k < n- 1, of T if Lc is (an isomorphic 
copy of) the n-tournament obtained from T by replacing some k-path 
P with P’. S is Ii--related $3 T if there exist (m + 1 j n-tournaments 
such that Ti+l is a k-reversal of lri, 0 II i <_ nz- 1. 
The relation on the set of n-tcurnaments of being k-related is easily 
seen to be an equivalence relation. We proceed to show that there is only 
one equivalence class for fixed k 2nd n, 1 5 k <_ n- 1. Note that if S is 
a k-reversal of T. where P origimtes in a and terminates in b, then every 
ver?.ex e:;tzpt a and b has the same score in T and S. For a and b, 
(2) ad,(a) = o+(a) - 1, ads(b) := od@) + 1 . 
3. Preliminary mu1 ts 
The process of 
and the following 
successively w eakening at ournamert is based on (2) 
proposition 
Proposition 3.1. Lelt R and S be two n-tourrzanzents wit/z score .w~z~~~~zcc.~ 
(r”, rl, . . . 9 r,, __ 1 ) and (so, sl, . . . , 2 il _ 1. ), respectively. S’r4ppos~ ~CJ tkrt~ CX’~~S~ 
p and q9 0 <_ p <X q <_ FZ - 1) such that 
Sj. = Pie QLi<:n--I, ifp. ifq, 
s/;, =: r, -- 1_ sq = r(7 -t- 1 , 
Roof. For such R and S, we see by (1) that c(S) < c(R) if and only if 
rP--l <~~$%tc~!p<q, wehaverP Irq andr/ <rq.ThusSis 
weaker than I?. 
The first step in wce~kening a tourttament by path reversals is thte 
following. 
Theoaern 3.2. E&l 
wirCs 2 transmit Mr. 
11 -tourrtaiJ lent is (YE- 1 )+=eZawd to an n-Axmwnen t 
Proof. Let u be any vertex of an rt-tournament I?. If odR (u) = tr’-- 1, 
there IS nothing to prove. So we assume odR (u) < n- 1. R-u has a 
HamiBtonian path [ 1. p. 21 i , say 
~fv,- 1 u 3s in R, ahetl the reversal of 13ath 
uj I.9 I.. Vn_] v 
iu R cmlts lin an n-tournament S, where od+) = odpl (u) + 1. 
ifuv,, _ 1 lis in R, Set j be the largest integer, 1 5 j I M--2, such that 
q. We may assume that q ZJ~_~. Ff>r otherwise 
is E HamSI onian path in R-u *with last vertex tii, where vju is in R, SO we 
proceed 2 i in the previous case. The reversal of the path 
i ictds 2:t1 ~~-~~~rn2rn~~~t R l The reversal of ,the path 
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in R t yields an n-tournament S, where ads(u) = od, (u) + 1. 
IIn either casll:: there is an /z-tournament S which is (w- 1 )-related to 
R and ads(u) = odR (u) + 1. If d, (u) + 1 = ~1, the theorem follows. 
Otherwise, apply the above proisess to u in S to increase od#). By 
(n-- I)-od, (u) applications of this process, an fz-tournament isobtain- 
ed whkh is (n- 1 )-related to K (and contains u as a transmitter, and the 
theorem is proved. 
The next step requires three technical results which follow. 
Propositions 3.3. Suppose R is identical to the trm,;itive wtownan~ent, 
yk2 7, 
xx,__2 x,*-3 . . . x,, . . . q .Y() 
except that x 1 x, for some pn, 3 :(_ rn 2 n-4. Suppose S is the trmsitivc 
n-tournament ,lf m = 3 ; and if jr;2  @, suppose S is identical to the tran- 
sit& n-townamen t 
w u’, -2 wn__3 . . . wm 0,.  ‘Vl % 
except that w. w, _ i. Then 5 rk (n- 1 )-reluted to R. 
Proof. The reversal of the path: 
in R yields R t . The reversal of :he path 
in i;)’ l yields R2 . The reversal of the l;ath 
in R, yields R s . The reversal of The path 
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h R3 yields’ &, C where the i‘ollowing ldcntifiication is made if m > 4: 
W := x, Wn_2 = x, -39 Yi-3 =x,,__p 9 =x19 WI =x2, 
wOl =X*, Wi’~:i for3<i5&-4. 
This compktes the Proof of the proposition. x 
Pk?position 3. . Let S be tke n-tournament, n ‘, 7, given in Proposition 
3.3) where 3 5 m 5 n-4. Ij’ 3 :< m 5 2, let 17’ be the transitive r+:-tourna- 
ment. If IT: zz 6, let T be identical to the transitive n-tournament 
vq_2 vn-1 0.. v, .__‘f l ** q q-J 
Y 
except thsB v. v, _ 3. ishe! 17’ is (n - 1 )-related to S. 
Proof, The reversal of path 
ww,_2 Wn_3 . . . ct, ;1 qJ 
in S yields n-tournament S, . 
The case m = 3 is treateci separately. The reversal of 
w3 “4 . . . w++2 W‘V(J Wl w2 
in S, , fol!lowed by the revelr,sal of
“3 WI WQ W%‘,_2 W&3 .** w4 w2 , 
followed by the reversal of 
WI w3 “0 “2 w4 11’s . . . wn-2 w , 
yields the transitive n-tournartnent. given by 
~t’bv,_2 Wn_3 *.. w4 IV2 wo w3 WI . 
ow assu8ne m 2 4. The reversal of 
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in S, ) followed by the reversak 
:Gelds an n-tournament S2 . If m = 4, then S, is the transitive rz-tourna- 
ment given by 
So assume m 2 5. If the kn of Proposition 3.3 is replaced by ~-2, then 
S, is R of Proposition 3.3 when the following identification is made: 
w=x, Wl =x0, ‘Yo =x1* M)n __2 = -x, __ 3 9 %, - 3 = x’,_p 
wi = Xi for 2 5 i 2; n-4. 
Ako, T is isomorphic to the n-tournament S of Proposition 3.3 when 
nz is replaced by m-2. So by Proposition 3.3, T is (n--l)-related lto S. 
This completes the proof of thie proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. Suppose Y is iderlticul to the tmnsitiw Il-tolITttu1’12C)IIt, 
fi 2 6, 
!‘J’,-2Yn-3 --*Y2Yl .J’O 
except that _vo Y~_~. Then Y is (II- 1 )-rt-&ted to the trmsitive al-twma- 
men t. 
Proof. Consider the following sequence L)f reversals for n > 7: - 
Y.Vn-2Yn--3 -** Y2Y1 YO 9 
Yn-3Yn-2YYoY 1 asa Yrj--5Y,1--~, T 
Yn-3Yn-5Yn-6 e-s Yj) Y Ypl- 2 .)‘I* -4 9 
Y1 _Y2 **a -Vn -fjYn--5~‘,.-3Y() yil- ;3Y~,~--4 * 
Tlhis yieBds an n-tournament iden tical to the transitive rl-tournament 
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except that yoy,l_3. For 11 = 6, the first three reversals above, followed 
by the re\*ersal of path 
yi&ls the transitive &tournament ;given by 
Thus for u 2 7, we o’btain an isomorphic opy of R of Proposition 3.X 
Consequently, Y is (I+ 1 )-related to S of Proposition 3.3. If m = 3 or 4, 
Y is (rz-- 1 )-related to the transitive n-tournament by Propositions 3.3 
and 3..4 and the fact that being k-rellated is an equivalence relation. For 
m Z 5, repeated applications of Proposition 3.4 and then Proposition 
3.3, result in reducing the size of the largest c:ycle, so that the transitive 
rz-tournament is finally obtained. This completes the proof of the pr,opo- 
sition. 
In order to avoid small tour.?aments in the’ remainder of the paper, 
we est ablish the following. 
3.6. Each n-tournc Imen f, 1 5 IZ <I 5, is (n - 1 )-related to the 
trarnititle ~I-~tOU~IlUB2CW t. 
Proof. Let 1? be an n-tourname nt. By Theorem 3.2, we may assume 
that R has a transmitter X. For YE 2 3, R itself is transitive. For y1 = 4, 
Ctkr R is transitive, strong, ok: the reversal of any 3-path in H yields 
the strong Mournament. But llhm the reversal of the 3-path originat- 
in g at a vertex of score 1 and tc=rminating at 3 vertex of score 2 yields 
the transitive 4-tournament. For r’z == 5, either R is transitive or R-x 
is one of the following 4-tourniunents: 
(ij R-v is the strong 4-tounament given by 
“19 “3 x4 q P x1 Y3’ +x4 * 
*-“he following sequence of 4-pi4lt.h reversals yjelds the transitive S-tourna- 
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XX3 X4 X1 X2 ? 
X1X3XX;qX4 , 
x3x1x4X2x. 
(ii) R-x is the 4-tournament given by 
Xl-Y2X3X4, X1X4, X2X4, X3X1 . 
The following sequence of 4-path reversals yields the transitive Si-tourna- 
men:. 
Xx1X2X3X4 y 
X1 Xx2X4X3 5 
X1X4X2Xx3. 
(iii) R-x is the 4-tournament giqc n by 
X1X2X3X4, X4X2, X1X:;, Sl X4 . 





This completes the proof of the proposition. 
4. The main results 
The second step in weakening a tournament is to weaken the sub- 
tournament dominated by the transmitter guaranteed by Theorem 3.2. 
This is done by breaking down a strong subtournament among these 
vertices in the following theorem j 
eorem .I. Each rz-totcrrznn2cnd (11 2 4) is c= 1 J-rebuted to Ull 12- 
to.urnmnent S (depending on R) with transmitter w arld S-w t?ot strong. 
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Proof. By ‘T’heorm 3.2, we may assume that R has a transmitter IV. We 
also assume that .R--w is strong, as otherwise R 1s a suitable S. Let b 1:~ 
a vertex of wininit_.rrn out-[degree in R-w. Since R-w is strong, b lies 
01~ .~rne (1~ - 1 )-c;ycle CL” in K--W (see [ 1, p.61). 
(3) ‘Cr x2 . . “,,p-3 bux1 , 
wtrcrtz xi” tfor swrae i, 2 :g i L M- 3. Let j be the smallest integer, 
j 5 W- 3. such that xja. The (JF-- I )-path reversal 
?f.’ Y , .u2 . ..x. -3 hl 
i ~ljo~ed b1;~ the (II- f )-path lreversal 
ie’rds ran !~,Utourn;znent W in which all scores excepr two are the same 
;ts in R arid 
)F?&7ll = od, (b)-- 1, odW(a) = <,.dR (a)+ 1. 
(4) 
ti has tranmitter IV, W is weaker than R (by Proposition 3i.A ), 
And W is (w- 1 )-reiated to R. 
ext it C is grven by (3) but UXi, 1 5 i 5 n-3, then we consider 
(sdp (6). 5 qpose od w (b) > t , then let k be the smallest integer, 
f < :c ,rg il - I9 such that bx,. If k > lr the reversal of the (PZ- I)-path 
1% Yk+ rxk+2 . . . x,I _3 baxl xl! . . . xk , 
fohowed by the reversal of path 
followed my the reversal of path 
a-;! x2 . ..xk._l bxk wxk+l ++.2 . ..x. -3 , 
Ilowed by the reversal of path 
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yields an II-tournament W in which all scores except two are the same 
as in R and 
od,W (b) = od, @I-i, odw (Xn _3 ? = od&&+ 1. 
Consequently, (4) follows in this case. 
If k = 1, i.e. bx, !, then let HI be the smallest integer, 2 < y71 r<- m-4, 
such that x, ‘6. Sue h an m exists by ch$~ of b. The reversal of paths 
wx’,?, x,, +1 . . . x,, _ 3 haq x2 . . . x,!, _ E , 
b-h -l .y,, -2 . . . x1 axr,__3 x,,_4 ,.. x,, MI 
yields an n-tournament III=’ in which all scorn except two are th: samt:. as 
in R and 
odlY (kg = odR WI-- 19 odW(x,, __lI=od&,H I)+ 1. 
Consequently, (4) follows as before. 
To conciude the proof, we consider C as in (IS), but us,:, l<_ i 5 II -- 3, 
and od, (b) = 1 (i.e,, b dominates a only). If R contains no arc x~_x~ 
fcbr solme i and j, P 5 i < j 5 H--3, then R -(a, b, w) is the transi tivc 
(.z--3)-tournament. We see by Proposition 3.5 that R is (IF 1 j-related 
to the transitive n-tourrAament which is a suitable S. Consequently, WC‘ 
may assume that there exists a smallest In-j 2 2 such that x,,, xi. 
1 :S j < nz 5 ~2-3. The reversa! of thd ptiiih 
wx’, -1 .35, . . . “H-3 baxl x2 . . ..t. _2 
yields an rz-tournament in which the next reversal depends on HE--~. 
(ij iF 02-j = 2, reverse the path 
bx n__.~ x,l_4 . . . xj+2 xjxj_ I . . . x1 axi+l w . 
(ii) If m-j = 3, reverse the path 
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(iii) If m-i 2 4, reverse the path 
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Note that m xi+ 1 xnz _ 1 occurs by choice of nz and j. In all three cases, 
an rz-tournament ‘W is obtained in which all scores except two are the 
same as in R and 
As before, (4) holds for this iw. 
In summary, there is a W satisfying (4) regardless of the structure of 
R, If W--w is not strong, then W is a suitable S. If W-w is strong, we 
repeat the above process with Ff/ in p!sce of R to weaken W. Continuing 
this way, we eventually obtain a tournament S as required since at each 
step the number of 3-cycles is reduced, This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
The third step in weakening a tournament is to form a receiver among 
the vertice:i dominated by the transmitter guaranteed by Theorem 4.1. 
This is done so as to further weaken the tournament in the following 
tjle9rem. 
‘Theorem 4.2. Each iv-tournament, 11 2 6, is (n - 1 )-related to an rz- 
tawwumerit with transmitter and rechver. 
Proof. ILet I? be an n-tournament. We may assume, by Theorern 4.1, 
tilat R has a transmirter x such that 1?---AT is not strong. R-x has a 
unique decom;xjsition into strong su btournaments C, , C2, ,. . , Cm 
(m 2 2) such tfi(at every vertex of Ci dominates every vertex of Ci 
if 1 I i C j 4 m (see [ I, ~::21] ). If Cfil! is a singleton, then R itself 
has a transmit$e.P and rece,,ver. So assume Cm has Y 3_ 3 vertices and 
a Hamilltonian c:,rcle in C?, is given by 
VLY . . . .x2 x1 xr . 
e distinguish three cases: 
(i) If.w= 3. CM is given by x3 x2 .JQ .+, Since n 2 6, there exist at 
erti zes in R---x outside of CH2 . Let a Hamiltoniail path in izZ 
xx,/+1 x,+2 . . . “5 x4 x3 X2 X1 . 
Thl. reversal of this path, followed by the reversals of 
X4 X5 . . . X,__l XX] x2 X3 * 
X4.X2X1 XX,,_l X,, -2 . . . X5 X3 , 
X2X4X1 X3X5X6 . . . -~,,__I X, 
yields an /z-tournament S which has the same arcs as R exScept in the 
subtournament formed by {xl, x2, x3,x4, x5 } which is transitive an,l 
@v::n by x5 .x3 x1 x4 x2. Thus S has trasmitter X, receivt:r .I-~, ard is 
(W-- 1 )-related to R. 
t(iij if r = 4, C,,, is given by -x4 x3 -x2 .q x4, _y4 ,x2 and .Q sl . Sit~e 
IZ G> 6, there exists at least one vertex in R-- x outside of C’,,, . Let a 
H~miltonian path in R be given by 
x.x,1 __ 1 -5-2 . . . x5 X4 x3 X2 x1 . 
‘Kc reversal of this path, fohowed by the reversal of path 
“2X3X1 X4X5 . ..X._..l X * 
yieldls an +tournament S with transmitter 
as R except in the subtournament formed 
the xcs are 
x. The arcs of .Y arc: the same 
by {X 1 , x2, x3 s x4 > in which 
X1X3-YqX1, XI X2, X3X2, X4 
Thus S has transmitter x, receiver x2, and is (H- I )-related to IZ, 
(iii) If r 2 5, there exists at least one vertex in R--x outside of C;,, 
since R-K is not strong. Let a Hamiltonian path in R be giwr~ bv 
x x:, - 1 x,, -2 ‘-a x,+1 x, . . . Xl . 
Let I’ be the subtournament of R with vertices {X 1, x2, ..,, q; x,, I 1. 
Since the veibtices of Cm are {x . . , x, }, x,, 1 ET Crrt _ 1 , su that s,, l is 
a transmitter iin Y. If each occurrence of \4* in ‘!‘heorern 4.1 is 2ql:KCd 
by pa th 
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as st:btabIe, then the weakening procedure given in the proof of Theorem 
4, I is; applicable to R. This weakens Y without affecting the remainder 
ofR andx,.+r. Thus Y 3 transformed into a subtournament Z with trans- 
mi*ctkr A~+ 1 and Z-x,, 1 wet strong. ‘Ihue we may suppose that R has 
trzDYmitter x, and the i:*;zique decompositilon of R-x into strong sub- 
ujnaments is given by C, : .,., Cfzl ._, , D,,, , ..“, L$ for p > m. If DP con- 
t&s only 3 or 4 vertices, we use (i) or l[ii) above to complete the proof. 
If DP contains more than 4 vertices, a rt:p:lition of the above process 
a sufficient number of times will yield 3 or 4 vertices in the proper 
strong subtaumament, so that (i) or (ii) again apply. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
The ::lst step in weakening a tourr zzent via path reversals is to break 
down the Strt>tig subtournaments among the vertices dominated by the 
transmitter guaranteed by Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.2 shows that this 
can be done so as to create a receiver, so we now concentrate on other 
strong subtsumaments dominating this receiver This procedure is rather 
long, so we first give two Fgecial results before completiilg the weakening 
;rXocess. 
Proposition 4.3. Let R he an (n-+2)-tournament,  > 3, witkl trarrsmitter - 
x, receiver y , and n-cycle 
Xl x2 . ..X.Xl 
in R - X, y ). Suppose x1 has maximum score isa R -- {x, _:J}. If 
(i) .xc? x1and n 2 4, or 
(ii) x-1 x, , L_ 
rkv a’/~ e is an (n+2)-tournament S which is (n+ 1 )-related to R, weakei 
that1 R, with transmitter x and receiver .I. 
Proof. (i) Consider the following sequerlce of (n-H)-path reversals: 
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Xx4X5 .rn. XfiX1X2X3Yy 
X2X1 x,qX,_J . .."4XYX3 , 
X3X2.yXX4Xs . ..X.;'l , 
YX2X3X1XnX,_1...X4X. 
(ii) Consider the following sequence of (II+ B )-path reversals: 
XX,QXl x2 . . . A+.$_1 y . 
x,xyx,_1 xn_2 . . . Xl , 
X2X3...Xn_1YXX~.Yn , 
))X,,_1 Xn_2 . . . x2x, x1 X . 
In either case an (n+2)-tournament IT IS obtained in which every ver- 
tex except x1 and x2 has the same score as in R and 
ods(xlj=odR(xl)+ 1, odS(x2) = odR(x2:)-1. 
Hence S is weak.er than R by Proposition 3.1 and choice of x 1 . This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
Proposition 4,4. Let R be an (n+2)-tolrnlamerlt, n :> 4, with transmitter 
x, receisler y, and n-cycle 
X1X2 . ..X. x1 00. 
iFi R- - {x, _I’ ). Suppose x 1 has maximm score in R - (s, J-: 3. J’x,, x3, 
tken rhere is an (n+2)-tuurnament S which is (~1 )-related to R, weukcr 
than R, rvribh transmitter Y and receiver y. 
Proof. Ii-x 3 Xl ) the result follows by Proposition 4.3. So oppose that 
x1 -Q. We distinguish two cases: 
(i) xix1 for somei, 4 5 i 5 iz-1, or 
<i;r xl .y, for all i, 3 5 i 5 /2- 1. 
For (i), let p be the smallest such integerj such that +x1 and 
4 5 i 5 PI-. 1. Consider thle following sequence of (!I+- 1)-path reversals: 
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xx, xp_,xp I,.. x,x2x3 . . . xa_.2y, 
Xp__l X1 X_.Y.U,_2 Xp_3 . . . X2X, X, -1 . . . Xp , 
.Yp; Xp+ 1 . . . X,I X2 X3 . . . Xp __I JVXXl , 
yx,_1 .5_2 . . . x2 X, x,,_‘!I . . . xp X1 .‘C . 
An (rz+2)-tournament S is obtained in which every vertex exe ept xl and 
.yP _ 1 has the same score as in R and 
ods(xl)=odR(xl)+ 1, OdS(X’p_ 1)= ocl,q (.‘lp_, )-1 . 
For (ii E, consider the following sequence o? (I?-+ 1 )-path reversals: 
X.-3-~ x,,_, .Y,7x2x3 . . . xn_2y ( 
.Y,,_, S] xyx,_2 x,,_3 . . . x9, * 
X,, x2 X3 . . . Xn__ 1 y.x_q , 
An W-2 )-tournament S is obtained in which every vertex except Y 1 and 
. .I 12 _ I has the same score as in R and 
ods(.q)=odR(Xlj+ I., ods(.)Cn_l) = o& (;x,_~)- 1. 
Hence it1 either case S is weaker than R by P’roposition 3. il and choice 
of xi . This completes the proof of the proposition. 
The previous results are now combined in thie following theorem. 
Proof. Lei R be an r+tournament. By Theorem 4.2, 3ve may assume that 
R has a eransmitt#er .Y and a receiver y. Let the unique decomposition of 
A!.-. x into strong tsubtourrraments Ye given y Cl , c, ( . . . , cm , nz 2 2. 
Of course, c,, = Cr*).IfsachCj, I <d< - m, :s a singleton, thien R it- 
se'fi:' s trans,itive. Thus we suppose R is not transitive, and let k be the: 
%rgest integer, 1 15 k 5 t?:i- 1, such that Ck has at least three vertices. 
If k > I 9 let P, be a Ham.;itonaan path in zhe subtournament C, U C, 
L..j ..* w Ck_j. In any case, Ck+*, . . . . Cm arc singletons, so let I?‘, be the 
path 
Let a IIamiltonian cycle in the strong subtjurnarnent Ck be given by 
(5) x1 x2 . . . x,.x1 , 
where Y is the number of vertices in Ck, r 1 3. We show how to weaken 
e;lk without affecting the remainder of R. 
We may assume that x1 has the largest :,core among the vertices of 
Ck. In the ~cycle (5) either 
(i) x3x1 and I’ 2 4, or 
(ii) x2x,, or 
(iii) x,x2 and x1 x3. 
We use Proposition 4.3 or Proposition 4.-i co weaken Ck as r’ollows: Each 
occurrence of .y in the proofs of PropositJns 4.3 and 4.4 is rc.placed by 
( xr”, or Pi x if.k> 1, x ifk = 1, 
and each occurrence ofy ii: thle proofs oi‘ Propositions 4.3 and 4.4 is re- 
placed by P, or I$. Then the (n - 1 )-path reversals yield an n-torunamcnt 
S identical with F except in subtournament Ck which is weaker than R. 
If S is transitive? the theorem follows. Otherwise, we repeat he above 
procedtlre further weakening S in one str-ong subtournament without 
affecting the remainder of S. By a suitable number of applications of 
this procedure, we obtain the transitive jr-tournament as the number of 
3-cycles is reduced with each application. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
The main result of this paper is an irnmediate corollary to the foliowing 
theorem. 
Proof. If k I (n-l), the proof follows easily by repeated use of Theorem 
4.5. In any case, we give a proof by induction on !‘I, II 2 k + 1. The case 
~2 k+ 1 is given by Proposition 3.6 ( 1 <_ k 6 4) and Theorem 4.5 
(k 2 5). SO assune n 2 k-t- 2 and that each (IZ-- 1)-tournament is k-re- 
lated to the transtive (II -- 1 )-tournament. Let R be an rz-tournament. 
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ff I? has no transmitter, let v be any vertex of’K. 
I< -. U be r&en 1Yy X 1 , “2, . . . . .Yrt_ 1 , Let Ki, 1 < i I: 
rw- :t of’w’ with the k+ I vertices 
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Let the vertices in 
I[ -k, be the subtourna- 
By the proof of Theorem 3.2, R, is k-related to a (k + I)-tournament 
with transmitter v by a sequence of k-path reversals denoted by s1 . In- 
ductivel!y , for 2 5 i <, ~2 --k, Rj: is the (k+ 1 )-tournament with the vertices 
of /ii and arcs obtained by the application to R of the sequence of’ (i-l)- 
sequences S 1 , . . . , -qj_ 1 of k-path reversals, and :Fi s a sequence of k-path 
reversals (guaran’eed by Theorem 3.2) which, when applied to I?;, re- 
suits in a 4 k+ I)-tournament with transmitter u. By this sequence of k- 
path reversals, R is k-related to an r+tournament 5 with transmitter v. 
But then! R -1~ is an (IY- I j-tournament which, by the= induction hypothe- 
sis, is k-related to the transitive (ir-; I! )-tournament. By the same sequence 
of k-path rtv;:rs;Is, R’ is k-related to the transitive n-tournament. l3y in- 
ductian, ahe theorem follows. 
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 4.6 and the fact that bzing k-re- 
lated isI an equiv&nce relation on n-tournaments. 
Using c’ifferent methods, L.T. OIlmann ani the author have f:cnsider- 
i:d the resui t of successibely r;,_versing the orientation of the arc; in cer- 
tain subdigraghs rather than paths. Such reversals are similar to :i change 
of colors. of ci;irtain edges in 2 complete fz-graph in which each edge is 
colored one of two zolo~s. This study of complete graphs can be found 
in [ 21. The application to tournaments will appear elsewhere. 
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